
Adoption Book

www.wapetproject.com.au

ALL ADOPTIONS INCLUDE;

 DESEXING, VACCINATION, FLEA & WORMING

FIND OUR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FORM HERE

hello@wapetproject.com.au

https://aus02a.sheltermanager.com/service?account=eb0915&method=online_form_html&formid=4


Adoption Fees
Cats

TYPE AGE FEE

Little Kittens

Kittens

Cattens

Cats

2 - 5 mo

5 - 7 mo

7 - 12 mo

12+ mo

8 - 19 wks

20 - 28 wks

29 - 52 wks

53+ wks

$300.00

$250.00

$200.00

$180.00

Dogs

TYPE AGE FEE

Puppies

Teenagers

Young Dogs

Adult Dogs

2 - 6 mo

7 - 18 mo

19 - 36 mo

37+ mo

8 - 26 wks

0.5 - 1.5 yrs

1.5 - 3 yrs

3+ yrs

$650.00

$600.00

$550.00

$500.00

ALL ADOPTIONS INCLUDE DESEXING, VACCINATION, FLEA & WORMING

www.wapetproject.com.au.



Adoption Process

www.wapetproject.com.au.

We aim to match our foster pets as perfectly as possible with their new

homes. We also want to ensure that the potential home is suitable for our

foster pets, so there are a few easy steps we need to cover.

 

Please note: if you are renting we will need written permission from the

landlord or real estate for the adoption to go ahead.

Fill out our 'Expression of Interest' form. Make sure there's a valid phone number and

email address so we can contact you within 72hrs!

 

If you can see the pet living happily ever after with your family, and you can provide

their perfect home, we will then set up a 'meet and greet' through the foster carer.

This can be at the foster carers home or an adoption event, and, for vaccinated dogs

a local park also works!

 

If the 'meet and greet' goes well, and everyone's confident it's a good match, a home

check will be done, and pending the property is suitable....

 

The two week trial period can commence! Hooray! We recommend taking some

leave from work and spending 2-4 days at home with your new pet. If we feel a few

extra weeks will help the pet really shine then we can discuss an extension.

 

Trial period completed!? Congratulations, on your new fully-fledged family member!

Change of ownership forms for their microchip will be sent out to you to make it

official! For young animals, a desexing voucher for redemption at one of our partner

vets will also be sent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ALL ADOPTIONS INCLUDE DESEXING, VACCINATION, FLEA & WORMING



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Ahmedri

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm a bold boy with plenty of love to give. Hi, I'm Ahmedri!
 
I'm full of beans and full of fun! I love to play wrestle with my kitty siblings
(Analivia, Ava, and Alden, also available for adoption). I enjoy chasing toys, and
I'll always play with wriggling toes or hanging clothes. I love a back scratch and
will purr in appreciation, but play is my number one priority.
 
I'm super confident and keen to explore the world. I'm a proud foodie and can
get a little over-protective when it comes to my meals. I haven't been dog-
tested yet, but I'm young, so a slow, supervised introduction should do the trick.
I'm still learning how to be a cat, so I'd benefit from moving to a home with one
of my siblings or a resident cat to show me the ropes. I'll also need my new
family to keep me inside to protect by pink, sunburnable nose.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Male & Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Albie & Gidget

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

DELICIOUS! Are you craving something sweet? Albie oozes sweetness through
and through. Anyone lucky enough to spend time with him will adore him. He
even stole the hearts of the vet nurses when he was desexed! <3
 
A motor that rarely stops, Albie starts purring at the lightest stroke. He is up for
an interactive game at any time and just laps up any attention that comes his
way, but he is not needy. He does like to give love bites to convey his
appreciation so will not be suited to a family with young children.
 
He is cat and dog social so should be an easy fit into most families. His BFF is
little Gidget and she relies on him to support her through encounters with
people. She had a tough start to life and Albie is her rock. Once she trusts you
she becomes another purr-meister.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Alden

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hiya, I'm Alden, and I can't wait to find a home of my own!
 
I'm a playful kitten with plenty of energy! I love to rough and tumble with my
siblings (Analivia, Ava, and Ahmedri, also available for adoption). I'm an explorer,
a food fan, and a chasey expert. I enjoy a good back scratch, just as long as it
doesn't interrupt playtime.
 
I'm not yet dog-tested, but I'm young, so I should be okay with a gradual,
supervised introduction. I'm still learning how to be a cat, so I'd benefit from
moving to a new home with one of my siblings or a resident cat to show me the
ropes. My pink nose will make me susceptible to sunburn, so my new family will
need to keep me indoors.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

Alissa: This sweet little girl has a beautifully confident nature, there is little that
can make her shy and that makes her a perfect companion! She loves to follow
her humans around, if you're looking for a shadow and a best friend then this is
definitely your girl! 
Lizzy: This sweet, soft little girl likes to take life easy. Her personality leans more
towards the reserved side, sometimes shying away from new people and
situations, but once she decides she likes you then you won't be able to keep
her away. 
 
Lizzy and Alissa would suit a young family! Their sweet nature makes them
perfect for children. They are confident with large, cat-friendly dogs and live
with a rabbit who they are also friends with. 

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Alissa & Lizzy

DOB

Jan. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

We're cat flu exposed.



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

I am outgoing and friendly. I love people and being the centre of attention. I will
request that you tell me I'm pretty and pet me, and I love belly rubs so please
don't hesitate.
 
Sadly before I came into foster care I lost part of my tail and had a few injuries. I
don't let that hold me back at all though.. Life is for living. I do need to have
access to a fully enclosed backyard/catrun please.If you think I may be the cat
for you, you need to be aware that I will need a very special settling in. I can get
stressed out easily and my toileting behaviour becomes not very nice (It's not
personal I promise, I just refuse to use litter trays). If given the time and patience
I will be ok with my habits. If you can devote some time and love my way then I
will be your ever loving constant companion. 

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Ally

DOB

Feb. 2014

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals

I'm special needs.



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Analivia

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
I'm sweet, I'm loveable, I'm Analivia!
 
I'm a playful kitty with plenty of love to give. I enjoy wrestling my siblings (Ava,
Ahmedri, and Alden, also available for adoption), and I love chasing small toys
across the floor. Back scratches are pretty much the best thing ever and sure-
fire way to turn me into a purring machine.I'm not quite as outgoing as my
siblings, but I'm getting more confident every day. I'll need a family that can give
me a little time to settle in. I'd love humans who would take the time to play with
me and give me cuddles.
 
I'm not dog-tested, but I'm young and adaptable, so I should be okay with a
gradual, supervised introduction. I'm still learning how to be a cat, so it would be
good for me to move into a home with one of my siblings or an existing feline
family member to show me the ropes.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hi, I'm Ariel!
 
My foster ma says she should have named me Kathy because I'm so chatty! I'm
described as a social, playful, and clean young lady. I'm a very active with kitten
energy powering me so in my home I need someone who will play with me!
 
In my forever home I would prefer older children who can handle me gently as I
still need to some reassurance that being picked up calmly is a good thing.
When my 4 paws are on the floor I'm a complete social butterfly, I'll be visiting all
my people for pats. Dogs, cats, others will be ok with me - I'm super social with
all animals. 
 
Given my fair complexion and pink nose, I'll need to be kept inside to protect my
skin from skin cancer.
 

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Ariel



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only

Arnie's biggest muscle is his heart! The name sake of the terminator and body
builder Arnold Schwarzenegger. Gentle, quiet, sweet, and loving best describe
Arnie. He's a loyal little fellow that purrs when he sees you and loves to wind
between your legs looks for pats and craving affection. Watch out! He's got a
thing for feet too, and loves to clean his foster mum's.
 
Arnie MUST go to a home with other cats. He's always had the company of
other felines.He could be paired with a very respectful dog that would like to
live with him but let him have his space. Young children are a bit too exciting, so
an adult-only home to let Arnie's sweet nature shine the most would be best.
Arnie will take some time to settle into your home and patience coupled with
lots of love is another MUST for Arnie.

Kids 5 & Up

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Arnie

DOB

April 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals

I need a home with another cat.



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Aurora!
 
The first thing you should know about me is that I am very affectionate, and the
second things you should know is that I'm a people person, well, cat! I just
loooove to sit next to you on the bed and snuggle with my big purr.
 
I'm pretty chill for a kitten but don't underestimate me - I still have my crazy
kitten energy moments! I'm great with other cats and very likely good with dogs
given the right introduction. 
 
I've lived with children as young as 5 years and fitted right into a busy household
and I think I'd do well in just about any home! Given my fair complexion I will
need to remain inside only to protect my skin from skin cancer.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Aurora



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Ava

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

According to my foster ma, I'm a strong, independent woman who don't need
no man! Well, except to feed me and water me and dote on my paw and.. paw,
of course! Being independent just means I'm not afraid to spend some time on
my own, I enjoy a little space from my siblings (they're sooo immature!) and I'm
not scared of new things. I'm still a very gentle natured girl when I come in for a
cuddle, but you gotta earn it! When I'm not enslaving humans, I enjoy doing
normal kitten things like eating, and playing with toys and in boxes.
 
My siblings and I were hand-raised by our awesome foster carer, so I really like
the gentleness of soft, caring hands when I'm being handled, I don't think I'll do
too well with young kids who might be rough with me! I'm cat friendly so can go
to a home with an existing cat or be adopted with one of my litter mates, and, I
could live with a cat friendly dog who won't chase me too.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Ava

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hi, I'm Ava, and I can't wait to find a family of my own!
I'm a playful kitten with plenty of energy. I love to wrestle my siblings (Analivia,
Alden, and Ahmedri, also available for adoption), and I think chasey toys are
pretty incredible. I love a back-scratch and will express my joy with a high-
volume purr.
 
I have an inquisitive nature and love to investigate whatever's going on in the
house, but I do take a little time to approach new people. I'd be best suited to an
adult household or one with older, cat-savvy children.
 
I haven't yet been dog-tested, but I'm young, so I should adjust well with a
gradual, supervised introduction. I'm still learning how to be a cat, so I'd benefit
from moving into a home with one of my siblings or a resident feline to show me
the ropes. My adorable pink nose will make me prone to sunburn, so my new
family will need to keep me indoors.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Avery

DOB

Sept. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

I’m the laidback elegance every family needs!
 
Hello! I’m Avery, a silent sweetie with a stunning calico coat and a relaxed kind
of confidence that makes me super easy to get along with. Soft pats and head
scratches are among my favourite things. I love my people to cuddle me and
am happy to be carried around if it means extra love!
 
I’m a huge fan of feline friendship! For me, the company of another cat or a dog
is pretty important. The more the merrier, right? As for children, I could get along
just fine with older cat-savvy ones. I’m keen on anyone who knows how to treat
me right.Family-finding is hard work, but I know it will be worth it. Are you the
final stop on my search?

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hey! I'm B.B, and I think you're my new human!
 
I'm an outgoing, fun-loving kitty with lots of love to give. I had a rough start to life;
I was found malnourished and dehydrated in the country bush and was handed
into a local vet, where a WAPP foster carer was working. Fortunately, with some
TLC, I have a clean bill of health. I've grabbed life by the feathers and have
flourished into a beautiful, happy, and playful kitten.
 
My two favourite things in the world are playtime and cuddle time. I love to
chase my toys and play with my kitty foster brothers (I'd love to go to a home
with another playful cat or a cat-friendly dog). When I'm not busy playing, you'll
find me curled up on your chest, lap, or shoulder, purring my little heart out, or
meowing at you to rub my cheeks and scratch my back (I'm super affectionate).
I'm litter box trained and use my scratching post. 

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals Kids Under 5

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

B.B



Male
Desexed

Microchipped

Vaccinated

Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
You'll never have anyone happier to see you then this man, his best feature is he

stands on his back legs and reaches up yours for cuddles and pats every time he

sees you! He loves his people and a lap where he could give and get cuddles is

where he'd be most comfortable. Very food motivated and would be easy to

train. 

 

Being cat and dog social, his preference would be to a home with another cat of

a similar age that can keep up with his energetic play. He loves a good wand toy

too and is good exercise for him as he leaps everywhere and gets good air trying

to chase. He would fit into any family, however, we're looking for the educated

type - one that understands cat flu and can provide a indoor home with a good

diet and is comfortable medicating if needed.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;

www.wapetproject.com.au

Billy

I have had cat flu recovered and may have future flare ups 



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Bo-Peep

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Introducing Bo-Peep!
 
Bo is looking for some new sheep…um did I say sheep? I meant people… to call
her own. Just like the movie (Toy Story 4), Bo is an adventurous lady who isn’t
one to shy away from a challenge. No bed is too high; no jump is too far for
sweet Bo-Peep. She’s happy to be surrounded by friends of all shapes and
sizes; nothing is too scary for her.
 
Got kids? Great all the better for her to round up and chase like the good
Shepherd she is! Got dogs or cats? I’m sure with a slow introduction she will
have her very own sidekick to save the “lost toys” with in no time!

I'm Suitable With;



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Bronson
SEX

DOB

Dec. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

I had a scary start to life, living outside with my family and scavenging for food. I
found everything very scary, but with some love and a lot of food, I've realised
how amazing love is! I follow my humans around the house and am vocal about
wanting attention (and food--it's hard to come by out on the streets!) 
 
Strangers and changes are still quite scary for me, but once I trust you, I'll be
yours for life! I'd do well in a home where I had a confident feline friend to show
me that life isn't so scary at all. My foster mum thinks I'd be most comfortable in
a home without scary dogs or kids. Do you think you could give me a home?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only

I am cat flu exposed.



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Cadet

DOB

Dec. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Cadet is a sweet little lady. She often likes to chill on her own but doesn’t mind a
cuddle buddy from time to time.
 
She is quite shy during initial contact, but she loves getting cuddles, scratches
and treats. She loves to sleep at the end of the bed or curled up against your
leg. Cadet loves to play! She likes to bat things around the floor and run mad
dashes around the house.
 
Cadet is very cat social and would benefit being in a home with a confident cat
who can show her that the world is full of fun. Cadet doesn’t mind dogs when
given the right introduction. Cadet will suit a home that is not too overwhelming
so she can also have her own space. Though she is currently in foster care with
a toddler so would be ok with that, if they are cat savvy.

I'm Suitable With;



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Callie

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Callie is a cautious girl and takes her time sussing out people, but once she
knows she’s safe with you she lets her very playful nature shine and will happily
curl up for cuddles in your lap. 
 
Callie loves playing with her brothers, she will annoy them by chasing their tails
and sitting on top of them when they’re trying to sleep.Her main likes consist of;
chasing balls and toys on strings, playing with your hair and climbing anything
that hangs (pants, skirts, curtains).
 
Callie would suit any home looking for an affectionate friend, children over 6
would be best. 

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs Indoor Only

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

I'm cat flu recovered.



SEX

Female & Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only

Camilla and Kaden are both extremely shy, this is a big part of their personality
that is unusual considering they have always been loved house cats - it's just
who they are! They're not a fan of new people or changes to their routine so
they will take a few months to settle into their new home and accept the
comfort of their new people. Once they warm up to you they will offer you love
and affection, but until then they will require patience and understanding.In their
foster home, 
 
They're looking for a quiet home, ideally with retiree's who can offer them the
best in life. No children. They need a stable environment without too many
changes, not a lot of people coming and going, and their own safe space to
retreat to on the rare occasion there might be visitors. 

Kids 5 & Up

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Camilla & Kaden

DOB

Nov. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals

Camilla is a chronic cat flu carrier & on a special diet as she
has no teeth.



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Casper

DOB

June 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

A beautiful black liquorice boy.
Casper used to hang between a primary school and a high school as a young
fella with a bit of a hissy posè. He had a short stint in a home but they didn’t
understand him and he got a bit wayward. Anyways you catch more flies with
sugar than vinegar, so this foster carer with street cred gave him patience and
time and he got so chilled he started getting on the bed for a tickle and a stroke.
 
Casper gets more confident everyday and seeks a calm house preferably with
his girl mate Misty.Casper loves all cats, he’s pretty submissive and will even let
them win at wrestling, rough and tumble.Casper has been kept exclusively
indoors and has access to a secure netted cat run for sun and moon bathing.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5

I'm cat flu recovered.



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Cecil
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

A Hiya, I'm Cecil, and I can't wait to find a home of my own!
 
Just like my brother, Cedric, I'm a quiet kitty with plenty of love to give. I'm a
typical kitten, and I love to play fight with Cedric. In between mini-kitty-brawls,
you'll find me getting into mischief around the house.
 
I enjoy the company of other cats and am comfortable with small dogs.
Currently, I also live with guinea pigs--they're fascinating! I get a little frightened
by loud noises, so I think I'd do best in a home with children over the age of
twelve.
 
I can't wait to find my new family. Could you be the one for me?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Cedric
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Cedric, and I can't wait to meet my brand new family!
 
I'm a quiet kitty, and I love spending time with my brother, Cecil. You'll find us
play fighting or causing mischief around the house (it's a good thing we're
adorable!).
 
I love spending time with feline friends, and I'm also comfortable with small
dogs. Currently, I also live with guinea pigs, and I think they're fascinating! I get
scared by loud noises and sudden movements, so my foster mum thinks I'd do
best in a home with children over the age of twelve.
 
I can't wait to start my new life as part of the family! When can I move in?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Celeste

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

My foster ma says I'm a very sweet, gentle girl who loooooooves to cuddle with
my humans - apparently I'm a "cuddly bunny" whatever that means!? Speaking
of humans, I sure do love knowing what you are doing and trying to help in
whatever way I can, though foster ma tells me I'm more of a cute distraction
then help! When I'm not following my humans around, I enjoy doing normal
kitten things like eating, and, playing with my siblings in boxes and with toys.
 
My siblings and I were hand-raised by our awesome foster carer, so I really like
the gentleness of soft, caring hands when I'm being handled, I don't think I'll do
too well with young kids who might be rough with me! I'm cat friendly so can go
to a home with an existing cat or be adopted with one of my litter mates, and, I
could live with a cat friendly dog who won't chase me too.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Charlotte, Lily & Nina

DOB

Dec. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Charlotte: I sweet, sassy, and totally loveable. I adore attention and will melt
into cuddles and head scratches. I spend my free time staging impromptu
wrestling matches and chasey games with my kitty company. In between play
time and people snuggles, you'll find me waiting on my next meal--I think
snacks are fantastic.
Lily: Lily is an intelligent little kitty, you have to be clever and quick playing with
her.Devoted and cuddly, she loves a good pat, scratch and to have her cheeks
caressed.
Nina: I'm an excellent leg twirler, and I think snack time is amazing. When I'm
not enjoying a good meal, I love to curl up between my humans or snuggle in
the crook of one of their arms. I adore other animals and would love to find a
home with a cat-loving pooch (in between snacks and snuggles, you'll find me
cleaning the foster dog, playing with his tail, or curling up for a snooze).

I'm Suitable With;



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Having a gentle nature, Chedo enjoys being stroked and cuddled and will
approach you for attention once she trusts you. She is cautious due to her time
on the streets and can become a bit overwhelmed in outdoor spaces. Chedo
would do best as an indoor cat with access to outside only with an enclosed
patio, so that she does not get frightened and run away to hide.
 
Chedo prefers the company of a kind and gentle humans who tend to lead a
quiet lifestyle. She has been living in a home with other cat flu cats and a dog, so
is social with calm cat-savvy dogs, and would prefer a home with another feline
to keep her company.

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Chedo

DOB

Nov. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals

I'm cat flu exposed.
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Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Chief
SEX

DOB

Dec. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
Chief is a cheeky boy who was rescued from a carpark where he and his siblings
lived for some time. They relied on the kindness of office workers to feed them.
Now he’s been living the life inside a family home socialising with humans, other
cats and a dog.
 
Chief is a friendly boy, but will need a home with another cat in the house. Chief
has a lot of energy, much like a puppy; he enjoys running around and spending
endless amount of time playing only stopping if it's feeding time. With patience
and consistency, Chief has come out of his shell, he has stopped hissing and is
now open to exploring his environment and learning more about the sweet
home-life. Chief will suit a calm home. Older cat savvy children and other
animals including dogs would be his ideal.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

I need a home with another cat.



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Chuck Norris
SEX

DOB

March 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS
Time waits for no cat, unless that cat is Chuck Norris!
 
Contrary to popular belief there is indeed enough Chuck Norris to go around.
This loveable big fur-ball has retired from late night street fights and is currently
pursuing his new found martial art: cuddle attacks, particularly around
dinnertime.
 
He has learnt to share his human's love, but will need slow introductions to other
animals the home. He is a big personality so will be the Boss. Chuck can be food
possessive so needs to be fed on his own.As Chuck was found on the streets, he
has unfortunately contracted Feline Immunodeficiency Virus, which means he
needs to be kept inside or in a secure cat run at all times. 

I'm FIV+.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Cloud
SEX

DOB

Dec. 2012

PERSONAL DETAILS
Cloud likes to be with "her" person. Sitting next to them on the couch or the bed.
We think she'd be ideal for someone looking for emotional support and/or a
companion for someone with limited mobility.
 
Cloud has adjusted to being a house cat since being trapped in January 2016.
Both her sponsor & carer adore her and are so proud of the progress she has
made, but she is still wary of loud noises and fast movements. Cloud is looking
for a quiet home with people who will continue to support her.
 
Cloud loves being around other animals & would benefit from feline
companionship in her forever home. She has accepted the 2 cat-savvy dogs in
her foster home and would require any other dogs to be the same,

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

I need a home with another cat.
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Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

I love being around people and I always want to know what’s going on. I’ll be
very interested in what you are doing and will be very happy just hanging out
with you. I have an almighty purr that always going.
 
I love to play with my siblings, or by myself - I'm sure you will be entertained
watching me run through a tunnel or chase a string. When play time is done, I'll
curl up with you for a nap.I should be okay in any household (dogs, cats,
children) given time to adapt, and if you are thinking of adopting a friend for me,
I have 2 brothers I love to play with!
 
I’m handsome little man with my unusual facial features and markings, and a
brilliant personality to match so come meet me quick before I’m gone!

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Dewey

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

I'm cat flu recovered.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Duffy
SEX

DOB

July 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Darling and doting, I'm Duffy, and I'm searching for a home!
 
I'm a sweet, gentle soul with a lot of love to give. I love cuddles with my humans,
lapping up the adoration. An ex-colony cat, I've learned that people are
wonderful! I'm still learning how to play, but I've picked up the joys of treat time
with no trouble at all (food is great, isn't it?) When I'm not soaking up the
attention of my humans, you'll find me lounging in front of the window, where I
can admire the birds and the trees.
 
I'm a shy darling, so slow introductions are a must! I could fit into a home with
feline friends or a cat-friendly dog, but I need time to come out of my shell. Older
kids or an adult family would be perfect for me. I'd love a human (or two!) who
could spend a little bit of time with me every day.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Fluffy
SEX

DOB

Sept. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

"I am told that there is nothing better than a human picking you to live with them
forever." - Fluffy
 
Fluffy is a gentle and quiet puss cat who loves a fuss and has a satisfyingly
sweet purr. She will nuzzle into your hand as you scratch and scritch around her
ears and head. In fact she loves it so much she will drool a little.
 
Fluffy can be shy in new situations, so would need a patient and calm house
where she can settle in. Once she feels you are her friend she will be purring
away next to you, kneading her little paws in cat-happiness! Fluffy would like to
find a home where she can be adored and flourish on her own or possibly with
another laidback puss. Dogs and children would be too much for this little
darling though. Could Fluffy be your forever companion?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Foxy
SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

Foxy and her sisters were found as scared stray kittens. She has since come out
of her shell and become very friendly with her foster carers but is still quite wary
of new visitors. Foxy loves to come for a cuddle and a nap on your lap, but
doesn't overly enjoy being picked up.
 
She is very independent but loves to play with her sisters also. Whilst Foxy can
be scared at first, we think she would make a great addition to a home who has
the time to be patient so would recommend a home with older children (teenage
as a minimum).
 
Foxy has been living with others cats, which she loves, and small dogs.
Admittedly, she doesn't overly enjoy the company of the dogs.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Franklin
SEX

DOB

July 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
A one-of-a-kind find – there will never be another cat like Frank.
Franklin boasts some of the most unique features: a little club tail, a cool silver
mohawk, and a big white panda belly. He’s a real go getter and enjoys spending
early mornings and late nights running around the house playing with the older
boys. Like a typical little boy he loves to wear himself out wrestling; Chasing
wand toys is another favourite game before bed.
 
Frank’s perfect forever home would have to have another friendly feline to muck
about with, and friendly pooches would suit him if they can give Frank heaps of
space. Older, cat-savvy children are a must. He’d love to stretch out next to you
for a scratch and a get a good pat – for such a little guy, he has such a big purr.
There’s no question you’ll know when he’s content.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only

I need a home with another cat.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Nov. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hiya, I'm Harriett, and I can't wait to find a family to call my own.
 
I'm independent, inquisitive, and totally adorable. My foster mum says there's a
streak of dog in this kitten body. I love to follow my humans around. You'll find
me chilling on your bathmat, waiting for you finish your shower, or weaving
around your legs as you tend to kitten duties. I'm playful, fun, and a joy to be
around.
 
My favourite time of day is the evening, when I sit on the couch and cuddle up
with my human. I purr loudly and make the most of the attention. I can be a little
shy when meeting new people, but when I'm confident, I'll race up to you and
chirrup with joy.
 
So, what do you say? Am I the kitten for you?

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Harriette
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
Affectionately known as "Prince Harry". 

This smoochy boy has the biggest paws he'll never grow into and he loves to

grab you and hold you with them. He will lay in your lap to smooch and take

your hand in his paw to hold it while releasing a satisfied purr...he's a real Romeo.

Confident in big crowds and around all people - he's harness trained and is now

used to travelling in a baby sling. 

 

Sooo smoochy and loves to give leg love, winding through and around your feet.

He's a happy boy that is cat and dog social and would fit into any family,

however, we're looking for the educated type - one that understands cat flu and

can provide a indoor home with a good diet and is comfortable medicating if

needed.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;

www.wapetproject.com.au

Harry

I have cat flu and am likely to remain a sniffler forever.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Hillary
SEX

DOB

Jan. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hillary was trapped in a country meat works. She is still wary of strangers but
with a brief introductory period this little lady is a total snuggle pot. She loves
sleeping on the bed with her humans.
 
Hillary interacts well with other cats and, surprisingly, dogs. Coming from a
colony, she would benefit from having a feline friend to hang out with in her new
family. 
 
If you’re looking for a big personality in a little package – your search is over.
Hillary is not going to get any bigger.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only

I need a home with another cat.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Holly
SEX

DOB

Jan. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
Holly, an oriental mix. She started life as a little country girl, but WAPP have
helped her with a big move to the city to find her forever family.
Holly is as sweet as apple pie. She loves everything about people and she'll
make sure you know it too by giving big head bops and hopping around your
feet to try to lean into your legs or rub up against you. If you're looking to add a
special lady to add to your life that is a follow-the-leader expert, Holly is your
girl! She's so loyal, and just wants to be by her person's side.
 
Holly is extremely cat social. Her new home would have to have a feline friend or
she would have to be adopted with one of her pals. Holly is friendly with laid-
back dogs, and older children too. Overall, she's one cruisey miss looking to
hang up her cowgirl boots and find the perfect family.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only

I need a home with another cat.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Hope
SEX

DOB

Dec. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hi I am Hope and I’m a loving and well behaved young lady.
 
I am a pretty tough kitty as I had to fend for myself on the street as a kitten. As a
result of this I am very alert and do take a while to settle in new places and to
trust new people. That's also why my ear was tipped. Turns out I was too sweet
to be returned to the local 'hood.
 
My new family will need to be patient with me and give me some time to explore
at my own pace.Once settled I can be curious, and playful. With time you will
gain my trust and with that my love. Pro tip to help, I greatly enjoy a good head
scratch and of course food. I love to hang out with other cats, so would really
love to go to an indoor home that already has a feline friend.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only

I need a home with another cat.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Isa
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
My name is Isa because Isa’ princess. I like to strut my stuff and twirl my big fluffy
tail around absolutely anything and anyone. I need to be looked at and adored
but don’t touch me unless I initiate it with a twirl, head bump or basic demand. I
like to be included in everything you do, from putting washing in the machine,
going to the toilet or unpacking groceries.
 
I am great with likeminded cats - they don’t phase me one bit! But I will gladly
stand up for myself or put others in their place when they are making ruckus.Kids
from 5+ are fine with me too. I’m more then happy to let them pet me and
demand head bops when they’re watching their tv shows. I don’t like to be
picked up or held, so if you’re looking for a snuggly lap cat that isn’t me. I’d much
prefer to sit next to you or by your feet . I also don’t really like dogs - but I guess I
could share my attention with one who knows to respect my boundaries and
doesn’t get in my face.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi! I’m Jade, and I just know I’ll be the perfect addition to your family!
 
I’m a good mummy now on the hunt for a home of my own. I’m super
affectionate and always want to be cuddled. I adore my humans and constantly
want love. I can be a little timid when I’m first getting to know new people, but
once I’m settled, I’ll be yours for life.I’m cat, dog, and rabbit social, which means
I’d fit well into my family dynamics. I’m used to be picked up and carried. In fact, I
enjoy the attention!
 
I know I could be someone’s perfect family member, and I think that someone is
you! When do I move in?

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals Kids Under 5

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Jade
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

KoKo

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

My foster ma says that I'm a gentle girl and she loves my unique chin marking!
I'm a pretty placid girl all-in-all, I love to observe the world from on top of
something off of the ground. I really like to be around my human, and I love
cuddles once I've warmed up to you. In my spare time (ma says all my time is
spare!), I like to do normal kitten things like play with my siblings, boxes and
toys. Oh, I also wouldn't be opposed to a tasty treat!
 
My siblings and I were hand-raised by our awesome foster carer, so I really like
the gentleness of soft, caring hands when I'm being handled, I don't think I'll do
too well with young kids who might be rough with me! I'm cat friendly so can go
to a home with an existing cat or be adopted with one of my litter mates, and, I
could live with a cat friendly dog who won't chase me too.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Lady!
 
I live up to my name - I'm coy, sweet, and you'll win me over with loving affection
in the form of scratches at the base of my tail! Once I feel comfortable with you,
I'm happy to rub my cheeks all over you and melt into your hands. 
 
I'm great with other respectable dogs and cats, in fact I would prefer a home with
another cat! In my new home I'm looking for a house on the quiet side with older
children. Distance isn't an issue for me as I'm a great traveller - so quiet you may
forget I'm there. 
 
I really need a home with patience that can provide tender-loving care, could
that be with you?

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Lady
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Lady Lancelot
SEX

DOB

Aug. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
Whoops! This little one tricked 2 vets but it is now apparent “he” is a “she”. 
 
Quite the feisty one, Lady Lancelot will require a quiet home with people willing
to overlook her shy nature and see into the loving heart she has.
 
Lady Lancelot is cat and (respectful) dog social. A home with another cat is
preferred, if you would like to adopt a pair she has many foster siblings needing
a loving home too. She will need to be an inside cat as she can be easily
spooked.
 
If you think you could offer this Lady the castle safe-haven she is seeking, then
please reach out today.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only

I need a home with another cat.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Lionel
SEX

DOB

Feb. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

Lionel is full of spunk and soul, but he is a little scatty with humans so will need a
family who give him time to settle and get in sync with you all. If you have a
feline friend to support him that would be great too.The way to Lionel's heart is
FOOD. He adores chicken and Creamy Treats. When he is eating you can stroke
his amazingly soft fur. But not for long...
 
He is living with a very cat savvy dog, but is not overly keen on him so would
probably prefer a pooch free home.
 
Lionel is the cat to have if you're not sure you want a cat. He'll be around but not
in your face. He'll sleep on your bed but not take it over.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only
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Part of a troublesome trio, Louey loves kitten playtime with his brothers –
chasing strings, wrestling, you name it! He likes to check out what you are doing
then race off on his next adventure
 
.He can be a little cautious with new people, especially small children so may
not suit a home with young kids. But he is quick to make friends with people,
then he is all head butts and purrs. He has lived with dogs before.
 
With his handsome looking markings, he sure does look impressive!
 
Louey has 2 brothers also looking for homes if you are looking for more than
one kitten!

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Louey

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

I'm cat flu recovered.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Luci

DOB

April 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm loveable Luci, and I'm ready to find a home I can call my own!
 
Do you like to chat? Can you talk until the cows come home? I think you've met
your match! I'm a sweet little chatterbox. I love to keep up to date with all the
gossip of the household by having regular conversations with my humans.
 
I'm a pretty spectacular cat, which means I'm the only one you need! I'd do best
as the only feline in your life, but I think I could get along with a respectful dog.I
can't wait to meet my new family. I just know it's going to be wonderful! 
 
What do you say? Am I the cat for you?

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Melody
SEX

DOB

July 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Melody is like her name.. a beautiful song that needs coaxing with patience but
will reward you with a full crescendo of love.
 
Melody came from the streets and has been learning that humans aren't bad and
they can be quite good for giving scritches under the chin actually. She loves to
play and will chase anything that moves whether it be a ball, toy mouse, string
toy or one of those pesky bugs that get into the house.
 
Melody would prefer a quiet household with no dogs. Other cats are fine with a
slow introduction. Older cat savy children would soon become her friends,
exspecially if they have some roast chicken to offer her. She will need extra
space and time along with your patience to really shine but once she does you
will have a gentle, sweet, loving song that will help your house feel like a home.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Misty
SEX

DOB

Dec. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS
Gorgeous through and through..
 
Misty started life in a building site and had developed a taste for the tradies’
BLTs so watch your toast or buttery shortbread as she will try to pinch it.
Misty is independent and shy but loves to be cuddled, held on your chest and
stroked. She likes other cats and is a submissive cat around them and the
resident dog. She would be good paired with a gentle friendly male. She likes
her housemate Casper who is also available for adoption.
 
Misty has been an exclusively indoor kitty with access to an outdoor enclosed
netted run which she enjoys, she likes the breeze and sunlight and smiles to
herself on what a lucky girl she’s been.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only

I'm cat flu exposed & have had some teeth removed.
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Muffin
SEX

DOB

Jun. 2014

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Muffin!
 
If you're looking for the perfect kitty, well, you've found me! I'm a pretty chill girl,
there isn't much that can phase me. In my previous home, we were always busy
with people and animals coming and going - it was action packed!
 
In my new home I'm looking for one thing - someone to love me forever! I've
lived with multiple young children, dogs, other cats, reptiles and small animals,
so it's safe to say I've got the experience to thrive in any home. 
 
If you'd like to spend the time to get to know me, I'm sure we could make each
other very happy!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only
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(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Nala
SEX

DOB

Sept. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
Quiet and confident, I know I’m pretty fantastic but I don’t need to shout about it.
As royalty goes, I’m pretty laid back. My only real demand is consistent cuddles
which seems like a pretty reasonable request. Like any good princess, I have a
marvellous singing voice. I practice by purring as soon as I see you coming my
way in preparation for the love I know you’ll give me.
 
Keeping active is important for any artistoCAT so I take part in regular obstacle
courses, soccer games and fun activities with my loyal mouse toy. When being
wonderful tuckers me out, I’m happy to curl up for a nice snooze with you and
my favourite blanket for company .A lover of human friendship, I love to be held
and am happy to help the process along by launches up your leg, straight into
your arms. I’ve spent plenty of time around other kittens and cats so I’m a well-
socialised darling. Adorable and oh-so-sweet, I’d be a fabulous addition to any
family. Oh please, purr-dy please welcome into your home!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Narla!
 
I've been described by my foster ma as confident, social, inquisitive, well-
behaved, clean and tidy; isn't that all you could want in a kitty!?
 
I'm a bit of a go-getter, I'm constantly trying to pounce on and play with my
siblings so in my new home I'll need another kitty friend that similar in age and
temperament to play and keep up with me. I've never lived with a dog before but
given the right introduction I bet I will get a long great!
 
I've lived with children as young as 5 years and fitted right into a busy household
and I think I'd do well in just about any home! Given my fair complexion I will
need to remain inside only to protect my skin from skin cancer.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Narla



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
Constant cuddler and leg twirler - this is how Nattie loves to greet her people!
She comes running when she sees you and love a good head scratch and cheek
rub. 
 
She loves to play and has a lot of energy and would even love a home with Billy
if there was a family with space. She's a very happy, go-lucky kinda girl taking
everything that comes her way in stride. 
 
She's kid, cat, and dog social, and could fit into into any family, however, we're
looking for the educated type - one that understands cat flu and can provide a
indoor home with a good diet and is comfortable medicating if needed.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Nattie

I have had cat flu recovered and may have future flare ups 



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Oscar
SEX

DOB

Jan. 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Oscar!
 
If you're looking for the perfect kitty, well, you've found me! I'm a pretty easy
going dude, there isn't much that can phase me. In my previous home, we were
always busy with people and animals coming and going - it was action packed!
 
In my new home I'm looking for one thing - someone to love me forever! I've
lived with multiple young children, dogs, other cats, reptiles and small animals,
so it's safe to say I've got the experience to thrive in any home. 
 
If you'd like to spend the time to get to know me, I'm sure we could make each
other very happy! 

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Panther & Jaguar
SEX

DOB

Sept. 2011

PERSONAL DETAILS
Jaguar: I love nothing more than to be the centre of attention. I love eating
chicken, being cradled, and playing with my brother. When I'm not chasing my
mouse toy, you'll find me curled up in a warm spot of window sunshine. I'm not a
fan of dogs. I love humans of all ages! I wait at the door to greet my foster mum
when she gets home from work, I do take a little bit of time to build my
confidence up, but once I'm comfortable I'm a social sweetheart.
Panther:I love life for its simple pleasures. I enjoy chicken snacks, sunny-spot
naps and bringing my favourite toy mouse on in-house adventures. I have a great
time playing with my brother, and soaking up attention from my foster mumma.
Dogs aren't my cup of tea, but human pals are great. While I'm often quicker to
warm up to men than women, I'm a social butterfly once I've had a chance to get
to know you.

Panther has diabetes and requires twice
daily insulin injections.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Pebble

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Although this boy may be quiet and hide away initially, Pebble warms up to
people quickly if they’re willing to spend the time to get to know him and his
true bold personality. 
 
He feels safest when he is with one of his siblings, otherwise in new
environments he can meow quite loudly. His favourite pastime is chasing
anything that moves.
 
Pebble would suit a family who are willing to spend time getting to know him.
Pebble will do best with older children who understand he needs a little time
and will treat him gently. He can also go to a home with a cat-friendly dog who
will not chase him and respect his boundaries.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs Indoor Only

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

I'm cat flu recovered.



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Pepito
SEX

DOB

April 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Mr Personality, Pepito's quirky antics are sure to keep you entertained for hours.
Pepito is full of energy, and is always running around getting into mischief. He is
also a big smooch and just loves to come up for a cuddle.
 
Pepito loves to play with his foster carers 4 yr old boy. Balls, string toys and toy
mice are favourites for some mischief making playtime. Pepito and his siblings all
snuggle up for sleepy cuddles with him too. They are very gentle with him and
purr sweetly when he snuggles with them.
 
Pepito loves playing with his foster siblings and gets along great with the other
cats in the household. He doesn't mind the resident dog. Pepito will be a
wonderful addition to any family. He makes friends easily, with human and furry
pals alike and would feel at home in a small or large family. He can’t wait to meet
you, and settle into his own forever home!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Pi
SEX

DOB

April 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Mr Personality, Pi's quirky antics are sure to keep you entertained for hours. Pi is
full of energy, and is always running around getting into mischief. He is also a big
smooch and just loves to come up for a cuddle. His favourite place to sleep is
your lap.
 
Pi loves to play with his foster carer's 3 yr old boy. Balls, string toys and toy mice
are favourites for some mischief making playtime. Pi and his siblings all snuggle
up for sleepy cuddles with him too. They are very gentle with him and purr
sweetly when he snuggles with them. Pi loves playing with his foster siblings and
gets along great with the other cats in the household. He doesn't mind the
resident dog.
 
Pi will be a wonderful addition to any family. He makes friends easily with human
and furry pals alike and would feel at home in a small or large family. He can’t
wait to meet you, and settle into his own forever home!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed

Microchipped

Vaccinated

Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm a cuddly darling on the hunt for a family! Hi, I'm Piet!

 

I'm loving and adorable! I love to play, discover, and explore. When rest time

arrives, I love to cuddle with my humans. I love spending time with my kitty

siblings and I am used to time spent with the human kiddos in my foster home.

 

I'm well versed in young children and use to being handled. I'm good with other

cats and dogs, in fact I'm pretty sure I could fit in easily to most families. 

 

I can't wait to come home and start family life!

 

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;

www.wapetproject.com.au

Piet



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Pim
SEX

DOB

April 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Mr smoochy, Pim is a big softy and just loves to come up for a cuddle, he even
enjoys a tummy rub. He will reward you with loud purrs. Pim's funny antics are
sure to keep you entertained for hours as he sure does love to play. Pim is full of
energy, and is always running around getting into mischief.
 
Pim loves to play with his foster carer's 3 yr old boy. Balls, string toys and toy
mice are favourites for some mischief making playtime. Pim and his siblings all
snuggle up for sleepy cuddles with him too. They are very gentle with him and
purr sweetly when he snuggles with them. Pim loves playing with his foster
siblings and gets along great with the other cats in the household. He doesn't
mind the resident dog. 
 
Pim will be a wonderful addition to any family. He makes friends easily with
human and furry pals alike and would feel at home in a small or large family. He
can’t wait to meet you, and settle into his own forever home!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS
Hi, I'm Primrose, and I'm looking for my perfect home.
 
I had a difficult start to life, resulting in my ear being cut with scissors by a child
when I was around 10 weeks old. But from the moment I became a WAPP kitty,
you would never have known! I'm curious, energetic, and always happy to chat
and spend time with my humans.I have a sweet little face, which will probably
always have have a kitten-like quality; equally, I'll retain my kitten enthusiasm for
life! I'll be sure to make you laugh daily and to treat you to my endearing range
of trills and chirrups when I'm feeling super chirpy.
 
I always like to know where my humans are, and I'd very much enjoy regular
company (humans or animals). I love getting pats from anyone and get along
well with gentle young children, thought I haven't been living with children in
care.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Primrose



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Pumpkin
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi! I’m Pumpkin, the newest resident of your family’s patch!
 
I’m full of energy and enthusiasm! I think this world is wonderful, and I love to
play as much as I can. I’m a boombox purrer, so I’m more than willing to serve as
your new surround sound system. I get up close and personal—I’m adorable,
okay (cute orange tinge!)? Who wouldn’t want to be near me?
 
I’m a social kitty. I get along well with cats, dogs, and rabbits, which means I’d fit
well into most households, and I’d make friends just fine.
 
What do you say? Are you my brand new family?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Raven
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hiya, I’m Raven, and your nest looks like my new home!
 
I’m a sweet little homebody with plenty of love to give. I’m cool, calm, and
collected. I love my humans, and I love naps—take me on a car trip, and I’ll curl
up for a snooze on my favourite pillow: you! I make my love of attention known,
purring as soon as I’m picked up. But as loving as I am, I do have a playful streak
—every kitten needs time to run and chase!
 
I’m a social butterfly and get along well with cats, dogs, rabbits, and humans. I’d
fit in well with most families, and I know I’d be a fast favourite pet (shh, don’t tell
the others!)
 
What do you say? Do you have space for just one more?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Raya
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

I’m Remarkable Raya, and I can’t wait to find a home of my own!
 
I’m cute and loveable, and I love to play. You’ll find me chasing, running, jumping,
or napping (this kitty needs her beauty sleep). I love my humans, and I know just
what I want. I’m a “make your own rules” kind of kitten, so I’ll come to you when I
fancy some time in the spotlight.
 
I’m super social. I get along well with cats and rabbits, and I’m particularly calm
around dogs. I’d fit in well with most families, and I’d make friends fast!
 
What do you say? Do you have a home for me?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Reef
SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
A bold and beautiful baby, I’m equal parts snuggles and bounce!
Hi, I’m Reef! I’m a typical kitten made of love, snuggles, and enthusiasm! Like any
kid, I love to explore and think this world is pretty incredible. Skidding around the
house, flying down halls, and generally burning off my mountains of kitty energy
is a top past time of mine. Nothing’s better than some good, healthy exercise,
right?
 
At the end of a play-filled day, my favourite place to rest and regroup is in your
arms, or maybe draped over your shoulder. My foster mum says I make a
fantastic accessory; she carries me and my bro, River, around together; we’re a
fashionable duo! When you get on my level and look into my eyes, I reward you
with friendly face paws. I’z gotz to holdz your face if I’z goingz to give it kissies
!I’m a friendly guy. Kiddos of all ages are fine by me, and I’m cool with cat and
dog pals. I bet my new family is going to be awesome. What if it was you?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Rhoan
SEX

DOB

Sept. 2015

PERSONAL DETAILS

A big kitty with a giant heart of gold. If you're looking for a man in your life who
will offer great conversation, loyalty, gentle affection and who will have eyes
only for you then Rhoan is your man. 
 
Rhoan is very people orientated. He enjoys a good head scratch and is a loyal
companion that will follow you around everywhere. He is quite a talker, he has a
set of lungs, and is not afraid to use them - always telling you what he wants. Full
of energy Rhoan will need you to give him lots of  play time. So get the toys
ready as this confident puss will entertain you with his crazy antics.
 
Rhoan is cat and dog social, and would prefer older, cat-savvy children in his
new home. Purrr-sonality plus this boy is purrfect for you!

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male & Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Cats

Dogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Rocky & Winter
SEX

DOB

April '08 & June '15

PERSONAL DETAILS
Rocky: A true gentleman who loves sleeping in the sun. He is polite when asking
for food--Rocky's manners are wonderful. He does need regular brushing as he
is prone to hairballs in his stomach. Rocky likes catching string, balls, and toys,
but he only requires about five minutes of play. Most of the time, he sleeps
quietly. 
Winter: A timid lady who likes to be treated like a princess. She is a little shy girl,
so she comes with her own cat friend Rocky, who has been her main support
throughout her life. Winter loves food of all sorts, don't succumb to her
outstanding vocal rendition of "Please, Human, I Need More!"
 
They're looking for a mature household that is quiet that can give these beautiful
cats the life they are accustomed to.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only

Rocky is FIV+ & has early stage renal disease.



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

 
A curious cat with a beautiful singing voice, I'm a lot of fun, and I love spending
time with my humans. I think this world is a magical place, and I love exploring it
on my harness. In between times, you'll find me curled up by your side or
perched somewhere high up (perfect for people watching!). I'm still young and a
big fan of playtime. Cat toys and boxes are basically the most amazing things
ever.
 
I'm confident with feline friends, but I haven't spent any time with dogs or
children yet. My foster mum thinks that my curious and confident nature would
help me to adjust well to a busy household. I'm super cute and affectionate, so a
home where I'm doted on would be pretty great too!

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Rosalyn

DOB

Feb. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5Small Animals

I'm cat flu exposed.



Female/Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Sabbath & Nathan
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

Sabbath: They call me little-miss-elegance. My stunning coat of regal black is
well-deserving of a regular brush, and like any good queen, I take my rest a little
above the everyday happenings if my court. I'm silent and stoic. I spend my free
time lounging on a royal-worthy cushion or passing the hours with the princes
and princesses (the other cats and humans, of course!)I'm only small at just three
kilos, but I have very healthy appetite for Royal Canin biscuits.
 
Nathan: Strong and silent, I’m a beautiful-natured boy with a heart of gold. I love
head rubs, cheek scratches, and time spent with my humans. My foster parents
say that I’m a real sook, and I suppose they’re right. I can be a little timid with fast
movements and new people, but once I’m feeling confident, I’m a total ball of
love. In between cuddles, you’ll find my roll-polling my way through life. Is there
any better way to live?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats

Dogs

Small Animals

Indoor Only

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up



Male & Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Sage & Petra
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS
Petra: She’s a snuggler. Her favourite spot is on the soft blankets of her foster
parents’ bed, and she loves getting pats and cuddles here. She’ll always find you
at bed time and will sleep the night away with you. When you first crawl into bed
though be prepared to have Petra walk her graceful paws up to your face for
some snuggles. She will flop on either side of you repeatedly and keep coming
back for more head bumps and cheek scratches. She has a little mew that you
will hardly hear, and has been trained to tap you before getting a treat from your
hand. You couldn’t find a cat much cuter then this petite miss.
 
Sage: You’ll probably find him under the bed at night, but he’ll be right by your
side in the kitchen! A chef’s lil’ mate, he’s happy to wind through your feet when
you’re at the counter, explore the cupboards in case you forgot anything, and
loves a scrap or two. Very affectionate and head bumps and loves strokes in his
fav place. He’s a seafood fanatic! And if his good looks and charm aren’t enough
for you, Sage has the cutest waddle since his back legs are pigeon toed.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Cats

Dogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Sasha
SEX

DOB

Oct. 2012

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hello Hoomins, my name is Sasha. I like chicken, cuddles, naptime, and growling
at the mailman. Did I mention chicken?
 
I have a big personality and quite a bit to say. I love to play or just be with my
hoomins, preferably on the couch or bed. My previous hoomins took me and my
two sisters in when my first mum went on holiday and never came back, but with
three kitties of their own, it’s been a tight squeeze. 
 
My old hoomins are devastated (of course, I'm fabulous) but I'm a Diva and Divas
need to shine in the spotlight, not get lost in the crowd. I won't tolerate other pets
as I need you all to myself.
 
Take me home and give me chicken and pats and I will love you forever.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Cats

Dogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Sasha
SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS
Sasha is a confident, attractive grey marbled tabby girl. She is playful and
appears to enjoy the company of her foster carer's large gentle dog. Sasha head
butts the dog and likes to lay near her.
 
Being a very smoochy kitty, Sasha prefers to sleep with you in bed and gives the
best paw massages to send you off to sleep. Sasha has a brother, Bozberry (who
is also up for adoption; he has a mild visual impairment). They like each others
company, but Sasha could be rehomed without Bozberry if she had another
animal for company.
 
Sasha has been exclusively an indoor kitty with access to a secure netted
enclosure.  She has no road sense and is not suitable for living near a busy road.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only

I am cat flu exposed.



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & Up

Cats

Dogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Shelby
SEX

DOB

April 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

I am Shelby and I am quite the conversationalist! I have a very loud voice
ESPECIALLY if the service of meals is particularly slow!
 
I love to be around my humans but I’m not so keen on being picked up, so need
a little space. I will join you on the odd occasion but on my terms. I have bullied
some of the other cats in my foster home, so I would probably be better to be on
my own – unless your other cat is pretty cruisy. I can adapt to dogs, but again I’m
not terribly keen on them so would prefer to not have to share my new home
with them.
 
I am a little scared of little humans as they are too grabby but would like my own
BFF so a nice teen might be great. With my beautiful dilute colouring I will need
to stay indoors.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



SEX

Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals Kids Under 5

Soxie was caught within an industrial site and was always struggling to find
food. She had at least two litters of kittens already so she wasn't even given the
chance to be a kitten herself.
 
Soxie was trapped and sterilised to prevent anymore babies happening to this
lady! She has come such a long way to sleeping on the bed, playing every night
and snuggling with other cats. She can still be shy of strangers and is still
learning to trust completely but once you have been honoured by this house
tiger you will be surprised at how talkative she can be with you!
 
Soxie LOVES the company of other cats and would love a confident companion
to show her that humans can be a constant source of food and love.

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Soxie

DOB

Dec. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Suitable With;



SEX

Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Dogs Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Small Animals

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

NAME

Sylvester

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

My foster ma says I'm the perfect man, a very gentle and sensitive boy. I'm a
little bit more reserved than my brothers and sisters but once I've decided I like
you, you won't be able to get rid of me! I'm a pretty typical kitten, I love food and
a good ol' rough-n-tumble with my litter mates! My favourite game is playing
hide and seek in boxes, the kitten version of wack-a-mole.
 
My siblings and I were hand-raised by our awesome foster carer, so I really like
the gentleness of soft, caring hands when I'm being handled, I don't think I'll do
too well with young kids who might be rough with me! I'm cat friendly so can go
to a home with an existing cat or be adopted with one of my litter mates, and, I
could live with a cat friendly dog who won't chase me too.

I'm Suitable With;

Kids Under 5



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Cats

Indoor Only Kids 5 & Up

Kids Under 5

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

SEX

DOB

April 2010

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Tigga, and you're my brand new family.
 
In April, I'll be 10 years old, and sadly, I was recently surrendered due to my
elderly owner's failing health. I'm full of character and have plenty of love to give.
I'm friendly and smoochy, and I have a good, loud purr. If I'm not happy with
something you do, I'll give you a gentle warning bite. That's okay, right?
 
I wouldn't be suited to a home with young kids or dogs and am yet to be tested
with other cats, but I have spent time observing them. I am missing one of her
back legs, but don’t feel sorry for me! It doesn't stop me from doing anything.

I'm Suitable With;

Dogs

Small Animals

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Tigga

I'm missing a back leg & have had some teeth removed.



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Val
SEX

DOB

April 2017

PERSONAL DETAILS
 Like my Batman Forever namesake, Val Kilmer, I’m a pretty awesome
superhero. My super skills include wicked leg winding, competitive cuddling and
unlimited loyalty. In my free time I like to follow you around like a shadow in case
there’s any crime to fight (or in case you feel like giving me a head scratch,
whichever comes first!) At the end of a truly super day I’ll like nothing better than
to snuggle up with you and take a well-deserved nap.
 
I’m what we in the business like to a call a ‘permanent kitten’. I reached about the
size of an eight-month-old kitty and won’t be getting any bigger – this body’s
plenty big enough to hold all of my awesome! Between my short little legs, my
fine-featured face and my uber cool personality,
 
 I need a quiet home where I can really shine. I like to hang out with friends, so
another cat would be perfect, but a quiet pooch would work too.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Wanda
SEX

DOB

Feb. 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

Hi, I'm Wanda!
 
 am a very shy cat but have so much love to offer to the family who is patient
with me. I am looking for somewhere with a gentle family who I can curl up with.
A quiet household is also important as I am scared of loud noises and fast
movements. 
 
Small humans terrify me but a loving teen would be quite wonderful. I am okay
with gentle cats and possibly polite dogs. I am currently living with a rabbit but
he is fairly demure so I pretty much ignore him.
 
Are you willing to give me the time to blossom in your family?

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Cats Small Animals

Indoor Only



Male
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Woody
SEX

DOB

Sept. 2019

PERSONAL DETAILS

Howdy y’all! My name is Woody, and you’ve got a friend in me!
 
I’m a level-headed kitty with a heart of gold, and I'm just waiting for a family to
call my own. I love to bounce and pounce around like there’s a snake in my boot.
Give me a piece of string, and I’m all yours!
 
At first I might seem a little quiet, but trust me, I’ve grown up in a house with
babies, kids, and other cats, so I’m one well-rounded fur kid. I’ve never been
around dogs before, but I’m one young spring chicken, so I’m sure with a slow
introduction, your pet would be my favourite deputy.
 
If you’d like to be a part of my rodeo, please fill out an application form to
arrange a meet and greet.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only



Female
Desexed
Microchipped
Vaccinated
Flea & Wormed

Kids Under 5

Kids 5 & UpDogs

Cats

(All the information you need to know on our rescue cats!)

NAME

Zampi
SEX

DOB

Nov. 2018

PERSONAL DETAILS

Zampi and her sisters were found as scared stray kittens. Zampi has come a long
way with her foster carers but is still quite wary of new visitors and can be
spooked easily by loud noises or sudden movements.
 
Zampi enjoys sleeping on one of her foster carers regularly, but is often found
snuggling with her sister Foxy. Her favourite toy would be a ball made from the
fur of another cat that lives in her foster carers house! Whilst she can be scared
at first, we think she would make a great addition to a home who has the time to
be patient so would recommend a home with older children (teenage as a
minimum).
 
Zampi has been living with others cats, which she loves, and small dogs.
Admittedly, she doesn't overly enjoy the company of the dogs.

I'm Suitable With;

Apply at;
www.wapetproject.com.au

Small Animals

Indoor Only


